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348 WINES EVALUATED | 293 WINES REJECTED | 55 APPROVED

have never missed a
Tuesday tasting in 30 years
unless I was sick or out of town. And
after 30 years of this regimen, I think I have
learned a bit (BTW, north of 100,000 wines
tasted). Wine continues to fascinate me:
the processes, the character, the whimsy.
But what has really changed in the past few
years is the passion. My passion has grown
exponentially, like someone turned on a
light. Like someone flipped the switch to on.
I was always passionate about the subject
and ensuring that we have quality products
to entice our members. But what I
arrived at recently in regards to the
passion of wine is how to define
what it is, what it does for the soul

and why it is a beverage that has produced volumes of wisdom just from its consumption.
And it hit me: Well-made wine is an experience, not a beverage… Beer is a beverage; you drink
Heineken because it tastes like Heineken; you drink Jim Beam because it tastes like Jim Beam. Wine
is different. Wine is drunk to emote…to have a conversation around…to share with friends. You feel
something while drinking wine… It is not just the alcohol (though one might argue that point). It has
tremendous amounts of compounds that are health related (which led Louis Pasteur to comment: “Wine
is the most healthful and most hygenic of beverages”), and I believe your body knows and feels this.
These benefits cannot and will not be achieved by buying cheaply made wine…notice I didn’t say cheap
(inexpensive). Because there are many well-made, inexpensive wines that can contribute to the
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feeling of well being. I know at my home, when Sandra says, “I would like a glass of wine,” she is not suggesting she wants to get tipsy; she is saying she
wants to shut down the day and converse, talk and share. Only the DNA of wine can do that…
After dozens of winemaker interviews and, more recently, interviews with winemakers that share this passion, I get it…and the passion comes down to
this: How does a wine make you feel? Do you seek to understand it more by tasting it again? Do you think for a fraction of a second, “I wonder who made
this?” or, “I wonder what the story is?” Because wine is fascinating…come along with me and be fascinated.
Salud,

Paul Kalemkiarian
Owner/Cellarmaster

SUBSCRIBE TO MY NEW PODCAST

All you knew about wine is about to bust wide open… We are going
to talk about what really happens in the wine business and I’m
taking no prisoners... I am your host Paul Kalemkiarian, secondgeneration owner of the Original Wine of the Month Club; and I am
somewhere north of 100,000 wines tasted. How is it that Groupon
can sell 12 bottles for $60 and the wines be good? How do you start
a winery anyway and lose money? What are “natural wines”? And is
a screwcap really better than a cork? And sometimes I have to pick
a wine at the store by the label and the price...and I get screwed.
Subscribe now and prepare to be enlightened. Available on iTunes,
Spotify, Google Play and wherever you find your favorite podcasts.

A LOOK BACK AT SOME STELLAR
SELECTIONS WITH ED MASCIANA

September 1978 Selection of Imported Wine
Barolo, 1973. Abbazia dell’Annunziata Ratti - $6.25/fifth (757 ml)
I had no idea what I was tasting here, but I knew it was special. Renato Ratti almost single-handedly
revolutionized Piedmont’s wine industry, and this was one of the wines that did it. Hard to believe the price.
It’s probably even better now, 40 years later.
August 1980 Selection of Domestic Wine
Petite Sirah, 1977. David Bruce - $6.50/fifth (757 ml)
We were absolutely mesmerized by the wines of David Bruce, but more so by the man himself. A former
dermatologist, his passion for wine was legendary. He was one of the few winemakers who had a cellar
better than most collectors, and he always had a great sense of humor as well. His wines are now better
than ever.
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WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

Rarely see Petit Verdot bottled as a varietal. – PK

IMPRESS

95

2017 PETIT VERDOT
California

points

14.2 % Alcohol by Volume
“ peh • TEE vair • DOH ”

Wine impresario Philip James could be considered the future of the wine business. He
doesn’t own a winery. He doesn’t own vineyards. But he knows people who do. So, he
buys select lots of wine and blends them - beautifully, but with discretion - to come up
with a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts.
If James had to grow the grapes and make the wine himself, the cost to produce
it would be triple, at least. Most of the wines in this price category are made by
entrepreneurial winemakers like James. If you had to invest in the growing and
vinifying process as well as blending, you’d go broke.

Very Dark

NOSE

Violets, Black Currants

PALATE

Dense Black Cherry

The caveat in all this is that the wine has to be good - even better than good - or
nobody would care what the price was. It looks good on paper, sounds good as an idea,
but the finished product has got to shine.
Lots of bad things can happen to a wine before it’s bottled and even afterward. So,
great care must be taken at these stages. More importantly, when you’re blending a
finnicky grape like Petit Verdot, you not only have to like what you taste now, but you
have to project what it will taste like in the bottle after a few years. Easier said than
done.
Obviously, these guys have done this before and know what they’re doing. Petit Verdot
is mainly used as a blending grape and is rarely bottled on its own. But when you get a
winner like this one, you are, shall we say, impressed?
From its deep color to the scents of currant and licorice and on through the
tantalizing finish, this wine pleases at every turn.

COLOR

FINISH

Long, Extracted

PAIRING

Red Meat

CELLAR

Now through 2026

ID: C0619R1DC
MSRP: $19.99
Member Price: $12.48

Reorder Price: $8.99
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

Pure pedigree. We are fortunate to get it. – PK

SPICY GOAT

96

2014 RIESLING
Mosel, Germany

points

10.5 % Alcohol by Volume
“ REE • sling ”

Our selection reflects so many famous names in the world of wine, it should
be considered royalty. Spicy Goat is made at Dr. Fischer Winery in the village of
Ockfen, in Germany’s Mosel appellation. Dr. Fischer is one of the most prominent
estates in Germany. In 2014, owner Nik Weis, the third generation to run the
Dr. Fischer estate, partnered with Martin Foradori Hofstätter of J. Hofstätter
winery in Alto Adige, considered one of the top wineries in Italy and producer of
arguably the finest Gewürztraminer anywhere.
When you get two highly respected winemakers like that together, the
expectations are extraordinary, and that’s not lost on the proprietors. Their
location in Ockfen is considered one of the best in Germany. Slate, granite and
almost no real dirt is the finest “soil” in which to grow Riesling. And locals have
been doing it here since 975 AD.
There is a hierarchy of very specific regulations that govern German wine. Maybe
five or six levels in all. Dr. Fischer sits at the highest echelon. In essence, you are
drinking Grand Cru wine at a price that is nothing short of unbelievable.
There are a cadre of wine aficionados who believe Riesling is the greatest grape
in the world and comes from no greater place than Germany. Here, the soils are
mostly rock, forcing the vines to struggle to find water. But in so doing, the vines
absorb the nutrients for great wine.
From the moment the aroma tantalizes the senses with peach, slate
and apricot to the exhilarating flavors of the same, but adding lime
and quince, you are seduced by a whirlwind of wonderment.

COLOR
Lucid Gold

NOSE

Apricot, Slate,
Lime Zest

PALATE

Guava, Quince,
Lime

FINISH

Mesmerizing Fruit,
Citrus

PAIRING

Seafood, Fowl,
Light Meats

CELLAR

Now through 2025

ID: C0619W1IG
MSRP: $18.99
Member Price: $12.48

Reorder Price: $7.99

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

Classic Argentine Malbec in every right. – PK

ANDELUNA

95

ALTITUD
2014 CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Tupungato, Mendoza, Argentina

points

14.5 % Alcohol by Volume

“ CAB • burr • NAY SAW • veen • YON ”

In 1995, Ward Lay decided to venture outside of the company he was president
of, Pepsi Cola, and beyond the one his father started, Frito Lay. In other words, he
could do whatever he wanted to.
So, taken by the beauty and historic nature of Argentina, Ward founded his
winery in Tupungato, a small, very high-quality region in the northwest corner of
Mendoza, Argentina’s largest wine area.
When Ward passed away in 2011, the Lay family partnered with the Barale
family - who had energy interests in Brazil as well as wine interests in Argentina to form a coalition between soil, climate and resources.
Quality always was - and still is - the reigning focus of Andeluna. Winemaking,
they say, is a combination of the real and the mystical. Even the name sets the
tone for their vision, joining the mountain (“Ande”) with the moon (“luna”).
The vineyards are on one of the highest peaks in Mendoza, 4,300 feet above
sea level. The air is so clean here you’d swear you could taste it. That probably
accounts for the flavors in the wine, too.

Very Dark

NOSE

Cassis, Vanilla

PALATE

Dense Plum,
Chocolate

FINISH

Intense Cherry,
Spice

PAIRING

Red Meat

The grapes are harvested and then sorted so that only the best ones are used. The
finished wine spends 8-12 months in French oak, the favored flavor component
of great Cabernet.
The result is a wine packed with power. Aromas of pepper and cherry
lead the charge, followed by cassis, vanilla and plum. It is all there
and then some.

COLOR

CELLAR

Now through 2025

ID: C0619R2IA
MSRP: $18.99
Member Price: $12.48

Reorder Price: $8.99
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

One of the cleanest Chardonnays I have tasted. – PK

SIMPLE LIFE

95

2017 CHARDONNAY
California

points

13.5 % Alcohol by Volume
“ SHAR • doh • NAY ”

Simple Life is anything but. It is a wine made by Don Sebastiani and Sons, now
run by the fourth generation of the Sebastiani dynasty, and one of the founding
families of California’s wine industry.
Sam Sebastiani came here from Italy in 1895. Following the American Dream, he
worked hard and saved so that he could provide for his family. Starting with an
old barn and a few acres of land, he made a few hundred cases of wine and sold
it out of the back of his truck.
Today the Sebastianis make over one million cases of wine. Not bad for humble
beginnings. What made the Sebastiani name stand out is that it didn’t matter if
the wine came in a small bottle or a large jug, it was always of high quality and
at a fair price.

Pale Gold

NOSE

Green Apple, Pear,
Vanilla

PALATE

Apple, Spice

FINISH

Lovely Pineapple

PAIRING

And so it is with their Simple Life brand. The grapes were selected from cool
vineyard sources up and down the coast of California. Each lot was fermented
separately before the final decision was made for blending.

Seafood, Fowl,
Light Meats

Half the wine was fermented in the barrel to attain the luxurious creamy center
in the finished wine, but without adding too much oak. Splashes of Chenin Blanc
and Viognier were added for acidity and dimension.
The result is an impeccable balance between the soft edges on the
mid-palate and the citrus-tinged finish. All the components combine
for perfection in Chardonnay and one that will carry on for years to
come.

COLOR

CELLAR

Now through 2022

ID: C0619W2DC
MSRP: $15.99
Member Price: $12.48

Reorder Price: $7.99

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

I think it is one of the best Bordeaux values. – PK

CH. MATIGNON

96

2014 BORDEAUX
MERLOT/CABERNET FRANC
A.O.C. Saint-Émilion, Bordeaux, France

points

13.0 % Alcohol by Volume

“ mare • LOH / CAB • burr • NAY FRONK ”

There are no better value wines than the ones we find from very small estates
tucked in amongst some of most sought-after wines worldwide. These small
estates generally sell their entire production ex-cellar (directly from the château)
to customers who drive from all over Europe to get their allocation. Luckily, we
were able to purchase enough from this boutique château to share with our
members.
Saint-Émilion is a key wine town in the Libournais district of Bordeaux,
important in terms of both quality and quantity. It lies just a few miles north of
the Dordogne River. The town is renowned as much for its beautiful buildings
and scenery as for its wine. Its steep, narrow, cobbled streets, overlooked by
its Romanesque church and the iconic 13th-century Tour du Roy tower, are a
reminder of the town’s long history.
Château Matignon harvests and sorts its organic grapes manually. Vinification is
done in the traditional method, in tanks equipped with thermoregulation. The
fermentation time of about three weeks allows good concentration in the wine
while preserving its finesse. The aging was done entirely in barrels, with bottling
taking place after 20 to 22 months of aging.

COLOR

Dark Ruby Red

NOSE

Dark Red Fruits,
Earth

PALATE

Rich Fruit, Spice

FINISH

Clean and Elegant

PAIRING

Red Meat, Game,
Fowl

CELLAR

Now through 2024

This blend of 70% Merlot and 30% Cabernet Franc is 100% organic. Its fruity,
slightly spicy and very clean flavors are a perfect accompaniment to a
ID: V0619R11IF
barbequed steak or grilled chop. Its nose is very balanced, with notes
MSRP: $21.99
of dark red fruits and earth. On the palate, its beautiful structure and
Member Price: $17.48
elegant tannins let you know this is a fine wine indeed.

Reorder Price: $14.99

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

I think the name speaks for itself. Had to buy it. – PK

CHOWANIEC &
KRAJČÍROVIČ

2013 FRANKOVKA MODRÁ
Small Carpathian Viticultural Area P.D.O., Slovakia
13.0 % Alcohol by Volume

95
points

“ fran • KOVE • kuh moh • DRAH ”

Chowaniec & Krajčírovič Winery was founded in 2001 as a collaboration between
two successful winemakers, Peter Chowaniec and Juraja Krajčírovič. They decided
to pay tribute to the rich winemaking history of Sväty Jur, celebrating a time
when the wine from this region was considered the best in the Austro-Hungarian
Empire and merchants exported it to many European countries.
Frankovka Modrá - known elsewhere as Blaufränkisch - is one of the varietals
Slovakia inherited by being a part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. This is an
authentic, locally significant and graceful red, carriying a unique and elegant
expression of the Sväty Jur terroir. Not coincidentally, the vineyard is about half
an hour drive from the Austrian border.
The wine is clear and bright, with a cherry color. The nose has medium intensity,
with aromas of just-ripe blackberries and blueberries, and subtle earth and
peppery spice notes. It also has a touch of anise, giving it a slight licorice scent.
The wine is tight and dry, with very good acidity and medium tannin levels.
For pairing, you can’t go wrong with lamb, pork, beef, and game meat especially with a berry reduction sauce. Even game birds and highly textured
fish like king salmon can go well with this wine. It would make a great pairing
with Middle Eastern cuisine, such as grilled spiced lamb kebabs as
well. The wine can also stand up to lemon juice and vinaigrettes on
accompanying dishes and sides, thanks to its acidity.

COLOR

Bright Cherry

NOSE

Berries, Spice,
Anise

PALATE

Ripe Cherries,
Dark Berries

FINISH
Dry, with
Good Acidity

PAIRING

Game, Red Meat,
Seafood

CELLAR

Now through 2025

ID: V0619R12IK
MSRP: $19.99
Member Price: $17.48

Reorder Price: $14.99
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE
Love at first sip. Period. – PK

CAVE BEAUMONT
DU VENTOUX

AMBROSIS
2014 GRENACHE/SYRAH
A.O.C. Ventoux, France

95
points

13.5 % Alcohol by Volume

“ gren • NOSH / seer • RAH ”

The co-operative winery of Cave Beaumont du Ventoux was founded in 1929 by
95 of the region’s winemakers. Through the war years and beyond, the co-op
survived and continued to thrive, keeping their local winemaking traditions alive
while implementing the most modern production methods.
The diversity and the quality of the soils in their mountain vineyard have
allowed the winemakers at Cave Beaumont du Ventoux to grow several varietals
- including Grenache, Syrah, Cinsault and Mourvèdre - that produce richly
aromatic, structured wines with beautiful aging potential.
Our selection was created in the traditional method, with a maceration of 20 days
of skin contact. Delicate extraction took place, using the délestage method. Also
called “racking,” this process involves pumping the wine out of the fermenting
tank and back over the “cap” (the solid matter floating in the tank) to increase the
extraction of color and flavor. The wine was then aged for 12 months in concrete
vats before bottling.
It’s no wonder this special wine won the Gold Medal at the 2015 Concours des
Vins à Orange. Deep purple in color, on the nose you’ll sense cooked red fruit with
a hint of spices. The palate is medium-bodied, and the wine has an elegant fruit
intensity, some spice, and harmonious tannins.
Creamy cheeses such as a nice French munster, brie or Boursin with
herbs pair wonderfully with this wine. Dark meats like a steak or roast
are also excellent pairings. This wine can handle some spice as well,
so dishes such as a medium Indian curry or Spanish country cooking
go perfectly with this wine.

COLOR
Deep Purple

NOSE

Dark Red Fruit,
Spice

PALATE

Intense Fruit,
Harmonious Tannins

FINISH

Long and Extracted

PAIRING

Red Meat, Game,
Vegetarian

CELLAR

Now through 2025

ID: V0619R13IF
MSRP: $19.99
Member Price: $17.48

Reorder Price: $14.99

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

Passed all the tests with flying colors. – PK

DOM. DE L’AQUEDUC

CUVÉE DES TROIS VIEILLES
2015 GRENACHE/SYRAH
A.O.C. Duché d’Uzès, France

96
points

13.0 % Alcohol by Volume

“ gren • NOSH / seer • RAH ”

Domaine de L’Aqueduc is located in the Rhône Valley in the little town of SaintMaximin, just outside of Uzès. It is in the middle of the magnificent terroirs of the
Garrigue Gardoise. The winery produces rich, exceptional wines, made entirely
within the domain, on 40 hectares of vines. Each wine from this domaine reflects
its terroir and the uniqueness of its climate.
We’re not really sure why they’ve named their cuvée “Three Old,” since it’s a blend
of just two varietals. But with Grenache and Syrah of this caliber, we don’t need
anything else in the mix. The grapes for our selection were sourced from a southfacing vineyard with rocky, clay and limestone soil. This vintage was hand-picked,
sorted and crushed, undergoing cold maceration for 48 hours, then fermentation
for eight days.
An extremely food-friendly wine, our selection pairs nicely with firm cheeses
such as cheddar and Gouda, light blues, or even a very strong, stinky cheese.
It’s also great with grilled steaks, roasts, and stews. Its versatility lends itself to
other interesting choices like pork belly, chicken pot pie, tamales, and grilled
vegetables. It’s also excellent with Italian dishes like pizza, lasagna, and pasta
with pesto or tomato sauce.
Locals enjoy this wine slightly chilled, with or without meals. This is a
slightly sweet red wine with notes of ripe red fruits on a background
of Asian spices.

COLOR

Dark Crimson

NOSE

Plum, Cassis,
Spice

PALATE

Ripe Red Fruit,
Asian Spices

FINISH

Fleshy,
Good Tannins

PAIRING

Firm and
Balanced

CELLAR

Now through 2024

ID: V0619R14IF
MSRP: $21.99
Member Price: $17.48

Reorder Price: $14.99
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

The depth of this wine impressed me. – PK

CIRCADIA

96

2015 SAUVIGNON BLANC
California

points

14.1 % Alcohol by Volume

“ SAW • veen • YON BLONK ”

Circadia is the story of Kat and Rob McDonald, who shared a passion for art,
farming, wine and each other. Armed with a degree in fermentation from U.C.
Davis, Kat went to Australia some 20 years ago to work in the brewing industry.
She met and married Rob and, eventually, they moved back to California, settling
in Napa.
The couple have been making wine now for 20 years in three countries. They
started by importing some of the top wines from Australia and went on to
establish Art + Farm in Napa, from which they present their own wines.

COLOR

Medium Gold

NOSE

Stone Fruit,
Fresh Herbs

PALATE

They met winemaker Matt Stone by chance, since their children attended the
same grade school. This is where it gets interesting. Matt’s family founded
Sterling Vineyards in 1964. Matt’s interest in wine had taken him to France,
where he’d completed a residency at none other than Château Lafite, one of the
five first growths of Bordeaux.
With that kind of background, how good would you think their wines could be?
Yes, at least that good!
The team here takes a very hands-on approach to every wine they make. Our
selection is no exception. Since they’ve traversed three continents in their pursuit
of great wine, California wasn’t much of a challenge. Here they found
the yin and yang of Sauvignon Blanc, blending forceful warm climate
with reserved cool climate grapes to bring a perfectly channeled wine
to the table.

Rich White Peach,
Lime

FINISH

Lovely Peach, Citrus

PAIRING

Shellfish, Vegetarian

CELLAR

Now through 2022

ID: V0619W1DC
MSRP: $21.00
Member Price: $17.48

Reorder Price: $12.99
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE
Classic Paso Merlot. Period. – PK

ROBERT HALL

96

2016 MERLOT
Paso Robles, California

points

14.5 % Alcohol by Volume
“ mare • LOH ”

Robert Hall is one of those wineries that not too many people talk about - unless
you’ve tasted the wines. The winery was established in 2001 and named after
its founder, who unfortunately passed away a few years ago. Don Brady was the
winery’s first winemaker, and he is still making great wines here.
Grapes were first planted at this location the late 18th century. A century later, an
Indiana settler named Andrew York arrived and York Mountain Winery was born.
Robert Hall purchased the property in 1999, and increased the size to 135 acres.
It took him two years to build his winery and plant the new vineyards.
Paso Robles wines now compete for attention in every category except price.
Sunset Magazine even crowned it “The Best Wine Region in the West” in 2016.
Rather high praise, considering the competition. But competition never fazed
Robert Hall.

Medium Crimson

NOSE

Violets, Plum Cassis

PALATE

Rich Cherry, Vanilla

FINISH

Soft, Elegant Berries,
Spice

PAIRING

Today the winery is better than ever and still making wines as good as anyone
anywhere. Our selection is proof positive of that, especially considering that
skeptics didn’t think Merlot would thrive in this area.

Red Meat, Game

Don’t tell that to Don Brady, as he is crafting some of the best Merlot in the state.
Ours is loaded and lovely, laden with mouthwatering black and pink fruits, and
punctuated with spice and caramel.
With 13% Cabernet Sauvignon and 8% Cabernet Franc, our selection
carries plenty of punch and power and will reward the patient with
years of satisfaction.

COLOR

CELLAR

Now through 2027

ID: V0619R2DC
MSRP: $19.99
Member Price: $17.48

Reorder Price: $14.99
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

Important to taste white Rhône wine of this caliber. – PK

LES FUSTIERS

95

2016 CÔTES DU RHÔNE BLANC
A.O.C. Côtes du Rhône, France

points

13.0 % Alcohol by Volume

“ COTE doo RONE BLONK ”

Our selection is another great wine made by a woman. Do you think this could
be a trend? Well, we hope so. You see women, by design, have more taste buds
than men. So, their ability to detect more flavors and nuance is heightened. Sorry
guys, that’s just the way it is.

COLOR

In this case, the winemaker isn’t just any woman. Armelle Barbanson is a famous
oenologist working at the esteemed cellars of Les Fustiers in Châteauneuf-duPape. She graduated from the University in Montpellier, no less. They have an
800-year history of graduating stars in the field of science, and Armelle was one
of their stars. She’s one of ours, too.

Acacia, Honeysuckle

Pale Straw

NOSE

PALATE

Apricot, White Flowers

FINISH

Some say they can tell when a woman makes a wine because of the delicacy
exhibited in the final product. We don’t know about that. The only deciding factor
is what it tastes like, and this selection offers no argument. It’s one of the best
we’ve encountered.

Lovely Floral Hints,
Spice

Only about 5% of the wines from the Rhône are white. We think the winemakers
pay extra attention to them because of that rarity.

Seafood, Fowl,
Light Meats

In our case, the sublime blend here is Grenache Blanc, Clairette, Bourboulenc,
Roussanne and Viognier. It almost seems unfair to other winemakers when some
of them, like Armelle, have such a bountiful source of grapes to choose from.
Here Armelle has crafted an exciting rendition of Rhône Blanc,
offering white fruits, honeysuckle and acacia in an endless, inspiring
swirl.

PAIRING

CELLAR

Now through 2020

ID: V0619W2IF
MSRP: $19.99
Member Price: $17.48

Reorder Price: $12.99
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE
Blew my socks off. – PK

PENNY’S HILL

98

2015 CABERNET SAUVIGNON
McLaren Vale, Australia

points

14.5 % Alcohol by Volume

“ CAB • burr • NAY SAW • veen • YON ”

Most people don’t realize how large Australia is. It is roughly the same size as
the continental United States. But that’s where the similarities end. The southern
parts of the U.S. are too hot and humid to grow wine grapes successfully. But,
because Australia is in the Southern Hemisphere, its southern coast is further
from the equator and, thus, more suitable for growing wine grapes.
Penny’s Hill is located in McLaren Vale, in South Australia. It is the most historic
wine region in Australia, as it was the first area to plant grapes - in the 1850s. It
is still considered one of the finest winemaking areas in the country, particularly
for Cabernet.
Penny’s Hill was established in 1988 when Tony and Susie Parkinson acquired the
80-acre property and planted grapes in 1991. The winery is named after the hill
above the property.
Penny’s Hill winemaker, Alexa Roberts, is one of the few female winemakers in
Australia - but that is fortunately changing. She has won more awards than most,
including “World’s Best Cabernet” in France’s Concours International Cabernet
Competition.
The vines from which this beauty was sourced are now over 20 years old. This
is the time when the vine is at its finest and most productive, and it
shows.
In the glass, you’ll find a classic, seductive Cabernet with all the sultry
presence, black fruit, spice, earth and vanilla you would expect. Here
is a textbook offering that will endure and reward you for years to
come.

COLOR

Deep Magenta

NOSE

Black Fruit, Spice

PALATE

Earth, Plum, Vanilla

FINISH

Piquant Fruit,
Medium Tannins

PAIRING

Red Meat

CELLAR

Now through 2027

ID: L0619R1IU
MSRP: $29.00
Member Price: $22.98

Reorder Price: $15.99

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

The elegance of this wine intrigued me. – PK

CRU

97

2014 PINOT NOIR
Santa Lucia Highlands, California

points

14.5 % Alcohol by Volume
“ PEE • noh NWAR ”

The story of Cru is both similar and different to ones we’ve heard before. In 2003
a couple of life-long friends with a taste for wine, Rich Spencer and Mike Conway,
decide to give it a go and make wine. They bought some used equipment and
established their operation in California’s Central Valley. That was a financial
move, as land is much cheaper there. But, they got their grapes elsewhere.
In this case, they purchased grapes from the Smith Family Winery in Santa Lucia
Highlands. Their Sacramento Vineyard is in one of the coolest areas in Monterey
and, thusly, one of the “coolest” areas to grow Pinot Noir.
Owner Jason Smith is a second-generation grape-grower with roots deeply
planted, so to speak, in one of the most heralded addresses for Pinot Noir in the
state. This area was the first place that the Spanish settlers planted grapes in
California and, still today, it is considered one of California’s finest appellations.
Our selection was aged in French oak barrels for nine months, 20% of which were
new. Various clones of Pinot Noir were used for added complexity and depth. The
primary goal was complexity, and they have nailed that beautifully.
Multi-dimensional fruit components are evident in the nose with
cherry, spice and vanilla emanating from the glass. The palate
features waves of mint and candy mixed with earth and toast. All-inall a classic Pinot at the top of the class.

COLOR

Medium Magenta

NOSE

Cherry, Rose Petals

PALATE

Rich Cherry, Mint

FINISH

Long, Luscious Spice,
Vanilla

PAIRING

Game, Fish,
Vegetarian

CELLAR

Now through 2025

ID: L0619R2DC
MSRP: $26.00
Member Price: $22.98

Reorder Price: $15.99
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE
Picpoul is a must-try wine. – PK

ZAZOU

95

2017 PICPOUL DE PINET
A.O.C. Picpoul De Pinet, France

points

13.0 % Alcohol by Volume

“ PEEK • pool duh pee • NAY “

Picpoul de Pinet is one of the world’s most beloved wines, and it’s also the name
of the appellation from which it hails. The region lies along the Thau lagoon,
to the west of the Mediterranean’s Golfe de Lyon. It’s the largest white wine
producing area in the Languedoc, and Picpoul is one of the most consistently
great wines from anywhere in the world.
That’s because, with few exceptions, the wines from this area are made by a large
co-operative of growers with almost infinite sources of grapes from within the
appellation. No matter what Mother Nature throws at them, the directors can
always assemble a wonderful wine.
Picpoul wine has a fascinating, if unconventional history. It was made famous
by King Louis XVI, who was so taken by the wine in the late 18th century that he
ordered a seal be put on every barrel and eventually every bottle.
You would probably know him as the king in power during the French Revolution
and his wife, Marie Antoinette. Fortunately, those ill-fated circumstances didn’t
affect the popularity of Picpoul.
Our selection comes partially from vineyards in Montagnac and Beauregard,
whose clay and limestone vineyards offer just the right amount of nutrients and
water retention to grow perfect grapes.
This is a classic rendition of the grape. Delicate, citrus-based aromas
and flavors are followed by swashes of peach and apricot and, finally,
the lip-smacking, all-encompassing finish.

COLOR

Very Pale Straw

NOSE

Lemon Peel,
Apricot

PALATE

Citrus with a
Guava Splash

FINISH

Exotic Peach,
Lime

PAIRING

Shellfish, Vegetarian

CELLAR

Now through 2021

ID: L0619W3IF
MSRP: $24.99
Member Price: $22.98

Reorder Price: $15.99
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE
White Rhône is the bomb. – PK

FERRATON
PERE & FILS

96

2017 SAMORËNS
GRENACHE BLANC/CLAIRETTE
A.O.C. Côtes du Rhône, France

points

13.5 % Alcohol by Volume

“ gren • NOSH BLONK / clare • ET ”

Here is a familiar story about a winery in one of France’s most revered
appellations. Maison Ferraton Père et Fils was founded almost 80 years ago and
is still flourishing. The story never gets old. It’s one of the big differences between
Old and New World wines, though it’s not really a question of old or new. It is
either history or the lack thereof.
As wine history in France goes, Ferraton is fairly young. Jean Orens Ferraton
began in 1946 with less than one acre of grapes. Fortunately, that acre was in
Hermitage, one of the Northern Rhône’s most famous appellations. Here, Syrah
is king, but the miniscule amount of whites produced in the region garner
even more attention because of their rarity as well as their brilliance. Ferraton
recognized this and began to produce whites as well, and very good ones.
In 1998, the second generation, led by Michel Ferraton, made the commitment
to biodynamic farming. This is not just organic, but a gestaltist approach where
everything that has to do with the vineyard is micro-analyzed to determine its
effect on the vines. From the identification of every weed and insect present in
the vineyard, to the effect of the moon, stars and planets, all changes are noted
and either encouraged or discouraged, depending on their effects.
No one is sure how much this impacts the wine from a sensory standpoint. All
we know is a great wine when we taste one. This blend of Grenache
Blanc and Clairette is perfection in winemaking. From the floral nose
to the peach and guava palate, it pleases at every level.

COLOR

Translucent Gold

NOSE

Lilac, Peach, Guava

PALATE

Layers of Exotic Fruits

FINISH

Tropical with
a Citrus Snap

PAIRING

Seafood, Vegetarian

CELLAR

Now through 2022

ID: L0619W4IF
MSRP: $23.99
Member Price: $22.98

Reorder Price: $17.99
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

This is such a great example of an organic blockbuster. – PK

ELIZABETH ROSE

2016 CHOCKABLOCK
Napa Valley, California

97

14.2 % Alcohol by Volume

points

In 1903, Joe Pelissa bought his first 35 acres in Napa Valley with a single gold
coin. The family still owns that land, though now it’s part of nearly 1,000 acres
that they’ve judiciously acquired over five generations. In the last 116 years,
they’ve supplied fruit to some of the most prestigious wineries in the valley, as
well as making their own outstanding wines.

COLOR

Chockablock is made in the Bordeaux style, featuring Merlot, Malbec, Cabernet
Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon. The grapes for this blend were grown both in the
Cabernet capital of Oakville and in the climatically very different Yountville, only
a grape’s throw away. Balance is the key, here.
There are very few great wines made in the world from one varietal. Pinot Noir,
Riesling, Nebbiolo and Chardonnay would probably top the list. That’s because
these grapes are so complex on their own, there is nothing else needed.
Even the exalted Cabernet Sauvignon can get a bit overbearing, were it not
for the addition of Merlot and Cabernet Franc. Let’s face it, Bordeaux has been
blending for around 400 years for good reason.
That’s not to say our Chockblock is an also-ran. Just the opposite. The vineyard is
certified organic, which undoubtedly plays a major role in the dynamic presence
of this selection. These vines were lovingly cared for.
Here is power and glory heavily packed into one bottle of wine. From
the scents of black fruit, caramel and chocolate to those same flavors
on the palate joined by layers of earth and spice, this powerhouse
thrills at every level. Large and lovely rules.

Very Dense Crimson

NOSE

Black Plum, Earth

PALATE

Dense Cherry, Earth

FINISH

Rich, Medium Tannins

PAIRING

Red Meat

CELLAR

Now through 2030

ID: N0619R1DC
MSRP: $22.00
Member Price: $18.00

Reorder Price: $16.00

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

Had to buy it for its feminine features. – PK

ELIZABETH ROSE

2016 PINOT NOIR
Yountville, Napa Valley, California

points

13.0 % Alcohol by Volume
“ PEE • noh NWAR ”

We tend to forget that even in the Holy Wine Land of Napa Valley, wine is the
product of good farming. No matter how good a winemaker like Jeff Onysko is,
he can’t make great wine from poor grapes.
Their story is similar to many early California wineries. Elizabeth Rose was
founded in 1903 by an Italian immigrant, Joe Pelissa. The landscape was like that
of his native Liguria, and Joe knew that those rolling hills were the best spot to
plant grapes. So that’s exactly what he did with the 35 acres he purchased there.
His goal was to keep the winery and vineyard family-owned. True to his legacy
and five generations later, it still is. That’s what accounts for the incredible quality
of these wines. Over 100 years of farming their land and knowing how is the key.
We use the term Napa Valley in almost a generic manner, as if it’s just one place
that makes all this great wine. In reality, it is many places. Some of them are
great for growing Pinot Noir and many of them are not. Yountville, one of the
coolest areas in Napa, is one of the best.
This wine would easily cost at least double the price if it weren’t for the fact that
this family of producers own the winery and the vineyards and it’s all paid for.
That’s a good start, but the finish is still what’s in the bottle.
This is classic cool-climate Pinot Noir offering delicate, Bing cherry in
the nose and mouth, and then expanding to myriad flavors like mint,
rose petals, earth and white chocolate. The finish brings it all together
and beyond.

97
COLOR

Soft Magenta

NOSE

Cherry, Mint Candy

PALATE
Delicate,
Nuanced Fruit

FINISH

Lingering Rose Petal

PAIRING

Red Meat, Game

CELLAR

Now through 2027

ID: N0619R2DC
MSRP: $40.00
Member Price: $32.00

Reorder Price: $24.00

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE
Classic Napa Sauvignon Blanc. – PK

FLINT & STEEL

97

2017 SAUVIGNON BLANC
Napa Valley, California

points

13.5 % Alcohol by Volume

“ SAW • veen • YON BLONK ”

We see a lot of crazy names in the wine biz. Everybody is trying to stand out in
the avalanche of labels totaling over one million every year. Some of them are
interesting, some aren’t.
Flint and Steel literally captures the essence of great Sauvignon Blanc at its core
essence. While it sounds a little wacky to refer to the taste of a wine made from
grapes as having the flavors of rock and metal, it’s what makes wine as incredible
as it is mysterious. All those different flavors and sensations from one grape is
still a mystery.
Sauvignon Blanc is very versatile. It can offer many flavors depending on the
winemaker‘s vision. Joe Tapparo’s vision is that of the wines of Bordeaux, where
the terms flint and steel are often used in tandem to describe this most exotic
and exciting of wines. It’s also our favorite description as well.
The wine sees no oak at all, as the purity of the grape is what Tapparo wants
to feature foremost. For this gem, Joe went to a little-known sub-appellation
of Napa called Pope Valley. It has a higher elevation than the valley floor, so
the temperature is cooler and the sun brighter. This combination allows these
Sauvignon Blanc grapes to attain outstanding flavor peaks and lengths.
In the glass, mineral, peach, citrus - and of course rocks and metal
- delight the nose and palate. This wine speaks volumes of the
complexity and purity of the grape.

COLOR
Very Pale

NOSE

Fresh Nectarine,
Lime

PALATE

Sly Peach

FINISH

A Touch of
Pink Grapefruit

PAIRING

Seafood, Fowl,
Vegetarian

CELLAR

Now through 2023

ID: N0619W1DC
MSRP: $26.00
Member Price: $25.00

Reorder Price: $19.99
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE
Classic Sainte‐Foy Bordeaux. – PK

CH. DU CHAMP
DES TREILLES

96

2014 BORDEAUX
A.O.C. Bordeaux, France

points

13.5 % Alcohol by Volume
“ bore • DOH ”

Some people have all the luck. It’s what you do with it that matters. Jean-Michel
Comme was born in Bordeaux and worked on the winemaking team for Château
Pontet-Canet, one of the stars in Pauillac.
In 1998 he and his wife, Corinne, were able to purchase a 12-acre vineyard
just across the river. Then they did what no one had dared to do, especially in
Bordeaux. They ripped out all the vines and replanted every vine in a completely
organic environment, becoming the first completely organic vineyard in
Bordeaux.
In addition to being organic, the vineyard is also biodynamic. There are no
machines nor chemicals, and there is no interference with how nature conducts
itself. The Commes see themselves as guardians, facilitators and protectors of
the soil they are fortunate enough to preserve. And while there is no absolute,
scientific proof that organic farming produces better crops than traditional
farming. The only thing we have to go on is that it tastes better. On that point, it
is hard to argue.
Our selection is a blend of 63% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc, 9% Cabernet
Sauvignon and 8% Petit Verdot. The grapes are hand harvested and brought into
the winery in small batches. There, the stems - which harbor green flavors and
bitterness - are removed.
Only the naturally occurring yeasts on the surface of the grapes
are used in the fermentation process. The result is a spectacular
culmination of minimalist methods producing the maximum in
flavor. Purity and perfection in the glass.

COLOR

Vibrant Crimson

NOSE

Violets

PALATE

Earth, Dark Cherry

FINISH

Extracted Fruit,
Soft Tannins

PAIRING

Long, Lilting Plum,
Earth

CELLAR

Now through 2026

ID: B0619R1IF
MSRP: $29.00
Member Price: $25.00

Reorder Price: $19.00

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE
Amazing complexity. – PK

ALEXANDRE SIRECH

2016 LE BORDEAUX
A.O.C. Bordeaux, France

points

13.5 % Alcohol by Volume
“ bore • DOH ”

Eco Valley is one of those players in the wine business that has their hands in a lot
of wine. They’re in Argentina, Chile, France, Germany, New Zealand Portugal and
Spain, just to name a few places. But, nobody knows who they are, and that’s the
point.
Eco Valley is a family-owned company headed by Andrew Miller. They import
small, but outstanding wines from all over the world - wines that aren’t made in
large enough quantities for the big importers. And that suits Eco Valley just fine.
Among the exceptional wines Eco Valley imports is the portfolio of Alexandre
Sirech. Sirech has several holdings all over France, but his prized possession is in
Bordeaux. He doesn’t go for flash and flair; he goes for fulfillment and flavor. And
that is just what he has achieved with our selection, Le Bordeaux. Could he have
chosen a more prestigious name? Most would, but Sirech is making a statement
that the name doesn’t matter, only the wine.
He has certainly achieved his goal here. This luxurious offering from the Right
Bank of Bordeaux features almost equal parts of Merlot and Cabernet Franc in
perfect harmony. Most producers would put the name of the small village in
Saint-Émilion on the bottle because it has prestige. Sirech will have none of that.
It is Bordeaux and that is enough.
Here are all the sensuous flavors and textures you would expect. The
classic combination of dense black fruit mixed with cherry is a pure,
magical elixir.

97
COLOR
Very Opaque

NOSE

Currant, Coffee,
Plum

PALATE

Layers of Black Fruit

FINISH

Divine Length

PAIRING

Red Meat

CELLAR

Now through 2026

ID: B0619R2IF
MSRP: $28.00
Member Price: $25.00

Reorder Price: $19.00

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

Bordeaux Blanc is a necessary addition to a cellar. – PK

LES CARRELETS

2016 Bordeaux Blanc
A.O.C. Bordeaux, France

96
points

12.5 % Alcohol by Volume
“ bore • DOH BLONK ”

With the advent of our new Bordeaux club, I have the opportunity to taste many
more offerings from the prolific wine region. And typically Bordeaux wines,
particularly Bordeaux Blanc, are too pricey for the club. Enter Les Carrelets.
Bordeaux is one of, if not the most recognized wine districts in the world. Home
to such great wines as Lafite Rothschild, Petrus, and Château Latour. You can
divide Bordeaux into many sub-appellations but typically one talks of the Left
Bank and Right Bank (left or right of the Gironde River. The overall appellation of
Bordeaux covers grapes from both sides. Besides the 10,000 châteaux there, large
co-operatives exist to give farmers a place to have their labor of love contribute
to the viticulture of the area.
The Bordeaux district produces 90% red wine. In a month’s worth of tasting,
I might taste 20 Bordeaux Rouge, and for that same 20 Rouge, taste only two
Blanc - and it would take another 20 Rouge and another two Blanc before I taste
one Bordeaux Rosé!
There are three primary white grapes of Bordeaux: Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon
and Muscadelle. Our selection is from a co-op of small farmers; the blend is
50% Sauvignon Blanc and 50% Semillon. The Sauvignon Blanc gives the wine
its crisp grapefruit and grass, while the Semillon contributes the tropical nose
and weight. I thought this was an exemplary expression of Bordeaux
Blanc, without the heavy price tag.

COLOR
Bright Straw

NOSE

Lime and
Chamomile

PALATE

Pink Grapefruit

FINISH

Light and Fresh

PAIRING

Seafood,
Vegetarian

CELLAR

Now through 2021

ID: B0619W1IF
MSRP: $25.00
Member Price: $20.00

Reorder Price: $16.00
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE
Ile de Beauté Rosé. Yes, please. – PK

DOM. DE TERRE
VECCHIA

96

2017 NIELLUCCIU
ROSÉ
I.G.P. Ile de Beauté, Corsica, France

points

13.0 % Alcohol by Volume
“ roh • ZAY ”

I’ve always lived by the tenet that I’d rather be lucky than good. Jean-François
Renucci of Terra Vecchia is both. He was born and raised on the island of Corsica,
just off Italy’s northeastern coast. Most think of Corsica as part of Italy, as it is just
above the Italian island of Sardinia - but it is actually part of France.
Corsica has a valued wine history in spite of its small size. Robert Skalli, a
renowned vintner with holdings in France and California (most notably the
spectacular Napa property, St. Supery) owned 500 acres on Corsica. That holding
didn’t fit his portfolio, so he decided to sell it on one condition: he would only sell
it to a Corsican who would retain the vineyards.
Jean-François Renucci grew peaches, nectarines and grapefruit on the property
next door. When he purchased the vineyard, he kept his promise and even
improved the property and the wines in his domain. A bevy of awards is a
testament to his resolve.
The Niellucciu grape is actually a clone of Sangiovese, the principle grape in the
production of Chianti. Ergo, its genealogy is next to regal.
Like its sibling, Sangiovese, Niellucciu produces a rather masculine, imposing red.
But when those thick skins are only allowed in contact with the juice for a few
hours instead of days, that lovely blush is extracted and the blithely
exotic fruit of the pulp is allowed to dominate.
The result is a delightful blend of peach and apricot, living in a cherry
orchard. A breezy summer day on Corsica.

COLOR

Lovely Pinkish Hue

NOSE

Peach and Apricot

PALATE
Cherry

FINISH

Commanding Cherry

PAIRING

Fowl, Vegetarian

CELLAR

Now through 2021

ID: R0619R1IF
MSRP: $25.00
Member Price: $20.00

Reorder Price: $14.50

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE
Best value I’ve seen in Rosé. – PK

LES BARRABANS

2018 ROSÉ
A.O.C. Luberon, France

points

12.5 % Alcohol by Volume
“ roh • ZAY ”

Rosé sales across the America are on the rise. It is only fitting. This style wine has
been a mainstay in Europe for hundreds of years, so it’s no wonder it has become
very popular across the United States. Not only has Rosé‘s popularity grown
worldwide, there is a proliferation of unique Rosés coming from all corners of the
wine world: Spain, Argentina, Germany, Italy and Corsica…
Though the traditional French appellation for Rosé is the Provence, the Côtes du
Rhône is no stranger to the pink elixir. Particularly since the grapes used to make
Rosé in the competing regions are of the same varietals.
The wine trade in the Luberon dates back over 5,000 years. It was greatly
contributed to by the Romans. What is interesting is that the actual A.O.C. for the
appellation was not granted until 1988.
Our selection, Les Barrabans (“the barbarians,” in French), is a fusion of Syrah,
Grenache Noir, Vermentino, Carignan and Cinsault; any wonder as to why there
is a unique complexity to this wine? What is also interesting about this wine…0
grams/liter of sugar; in other words, that fresh, crisp fruit impression is just that:
fruit impressions.
Chill slightly and pour into a white wine glass. Typically Rosés do not
age well; however, because of its acidic backbone, our selection will
be perfectly fine 12 months from now. Serve as a chilled aperitif or
with white cream sauce dishes.

97
COLOR
Rosy Pink

NOSE

Generous Fruit

PALATE

Fresh Red Berries

FINISH

Crisp and Dry

PAIRING

Seafood, Light Meats,
Vegetarian

CELLAR

Now through 2021

ID: R0619R2IF
MSRP: $25.00
Member Price: $20.00

Reorder Price: $14.50

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE

Had to buy it for its feminine features. – PK

ELIZABETH ROSE

2016 PINOT NOIR
Yountville, Napa Valley, California

points

13.0 % Alcohol by Volume
“ PEE • noh NWAR ”

We tend to forget that even in the Holy Wine Land of Napa Valley, wine is the
product of good farming. No matter how good a winemaker like Jeff Onysko is,
he can’t make great wine from poor grapes.
Their story is similar to many early California wineries. Elizabeth Rose was
founded in 1903 by an Italian immigrant, Joe Pelissa. The landscape was like that
of his native Liguria, and Joe knew that those rolling hills were the best spot to
plant grapes. So that’s exactly what he did with the 35 acres he purchased there.
His goal was to keep the winery and vineyard family-owned. True to his legacy
and five generations later, it still is. That’s what accounts for the incredible quality
of these wines. Over 100 years of farming their land and knowing how is the key.
We use the term Napa Valley in almost a generic manner, as if it’s just one place
that makes all this great wine. In reality, it is many places. Some of them are
great for growing Pinot Noir and many of them are not. Yountville, one of the
coolest areas in Napa, is one of the best.
This wine would easily cost at least double the price if it weren’t for the fact that
this family of producers own the winery and the vineyards and it’s all paid for.
That’s a good start, but the finish is still what’s in the bottle.
This is classic cool-climate Pinot Noir offering delicate, Bing cherry in
the nose and mouth, and then expanding to myriad flavors like mint,
rose petals, earth and white chocolate. The finish brings it all together
and beyond.

97
COLOR

Soft Magenta

NOSE

Cherry, Mint Candy

PALATE
Delicate,
Nuanced Fruit

FINISH

Lingering Rose Petal

PAIRING

Red Meat, Game

CELLAR

Now through 2027

ID: N0619R2DC
MSRP: $40.00
Member Price: $32.00

Reorder Price: $24.00

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)
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WHY I CHOSE THIS WINE
This is biodynamic royalty. – PK

BODEGA CHACRA
BARDA

2017 PINOT NOIR
Patagonia, Argentina

97
points

13.0 % Alcohol by Volume
“ PEE • noh NWAR ”

No matter how long you’ve been writing about wine, even if it’s approaching half
a century, there are often times you just sit there and go, “Wow!” The wows on
this Chacra Barda could fill a page, or two.
Bodega Chacra Barda is in the Rio Negro district in southern Argentina. It was
developed by Piero Incisa della Rocchetta. His name may not ring a bell with
most people, but his grandfather was the creator of a wine in Tuscany called
Sassicaia. It is not only considered one of the greatest wines in Italy, but one of
the greatest wines in the world. Would you think expectations were high?
Piero came here with the thought of making his own mark. So, he found a place
suitable for Pinot Noir, moving away from the grapes of his ancestry, Sangiovese
and Cabernet.
He started from scratch in 2003, planting an organic, biodynamic vineyard
with spacing of the vines so close you could barely walk between them. This
configuration allows the root system to disseminate all the nutrients to only
three or four clusters instead of ten. Each cluster receives the maximum amount
of nutrients and thus produces the maximum amount of flavor.
I would love to put this wine into a tasting with $200 Burgundies to see the wine
geeks’ jaws drop when they discover this comes from Argentina.
Absolutely explosive flavors of dried cherry, sandalwood, mint, earth,
spice and cotton candy are presented in a whirl of profound extract
that finishes with as much flavor as it promises and more.

COLOR

Bright Crimson,

NOSE

Dried Cherry, Mint

PALATE

Extracted Candy,
Cherry

FINISH

Insanely Long
and Lush

PAIRING

Red Meat, Game,
Seafood

CELLAR

Now through 2030

ID: P0619R2IA
MSRP: $40.00
Member Price: $40.00

Reorder Price: $29.00
WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

TASTING NOTES
Wine: _______________________________________________________
Color: ________________________ _______ Date:_________________
Tasting Comments: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________ ______________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Overall Rating: _______________(1-100)

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

RECIPES

CELLAR NOTES

Beef Braised with Beer

A report on how previous selections are faring with age.
Obtained from actual tastings of wines under optimal
storage conditions.

INGREDIENTS
3 Tbsp. extra-virgin olive oil
1 1/2 lbs. onions, peeled and cut into 1/2-inch wedges
8 Tbsp. (1 stick) unsalted butter
4 lbs. meaty cross-cut beef shanks
1/2 tsp. paprika
Fine sea salt and freshly ground black pepper
3 (14.9-ounce) cans dark beer such as Guinness
2 cups low-salt or homemade beef broth

CLASSIC SERIES

Serves: 4-6

PREPARATION
In a 5 1/2-quart Dutch oven or wide heavy pot with lid, heat oil over medium-high heat; add
onions and cook, stirring frequently, until softened and golden, about 8 minutes. Remove pot
from heat.
In a large heavy skillet, melt 2 1/2 tablespoons butter over medium-high heat. In batches,
brown shanks, 3 to 4 minutes per side, wiping pan and adding up to 1/2 tablespoon more
butter, if necessary.
Transfer meat to pot with onions; stir in paprika and season generously with salt and pepper.
Add beer and 1 cup broth; bring to a simmer and cook, partially covered, adding remaining
cup broth to pot as necessary to keep meat covered by at least 1 inch, until meat is very
tender, about 2 hours.
Serve with Impress Petit Verdot, Château Matignon Bordeaux or Penny’s Hill
Cabernet Sauvignon.

June 2017:

Rosé of Cabernet Sauvignon, 2016.
Isabel Rosé. Ready.
White Blend, 2015. Antidote. Drink or
hold.
Shiraz, 2013. 490 Metres. Still great.
Chardonnay, 2013. Elder Rock. Drink up.

June 2018 :

Zinfandel, 2016. Castle Tower. Still
awesome.
Chenin Blanc, 2017. PAF. Drink or hold.
Merlot, 2015. Mecedora. Great.
Sauvignon Blanc, 2015. Cremaschi.
Perfect now.

VINTNERS SERIES
June 2017:

Cuvée Tradition, 2016. Gallician
Signature. Still great.
Prestige Blanc, 2016. Cave de Gallician.
Drink or hold.
Grand Classique, 2012. Glen Carlou.
Ready.
Pinot Grigio, 2015. Le Marsure. Drink.

June 2018:

Grilled Garlic Shrimp
Serves: 2-4

INGREDIENTS
3 cloves garlic, minced
1/3 cup olive oil
2 Tbsp. tomato paste
2 Tbsp. red wine vinegar
2 Tbsp. chopped fresh basil
1/2 tsp. salt
1/4 tsp. cayenne pepper
2 lbs. fresh shrimp, peeled and deveined
PREPARATION
In a large bowl, stir together the garlic, olive oil, tomato paste, and red wine vinegar. Season
with basil, salt and cayenne pepper. Add shrimp to the bowl and stir until evenly coated. Cover
and refrigerate for 30 minutes to 1 hour, stirring once or twice.
Preheat grill for medium heat. Thread shrimp onto skewers, piercing once near the tail and
once near the head. Discard marinade. Lightly oil grill grate. Cook shrimp on preheated grill for
1 to 2 minutes per side, or until opaque.
Serve with Spicy Goat Riesling, Circadia Sauvignon Blanc or Zazou Picpoul.

WWW.WINEOFTHEMONTHCLUB.COM | 1.800.949.9463

Cabernet Sauvignon/Merlot, 2016.
Listerne et Frigoulas. Still great.
Chardonnay, 2016. Mecedora. Drink or
hold.
Red Blend, 2016. Lyeth. Getting better.
Vespaiolo, 2015. Soarda. Ready.

LIMITED SERIES
June 2017:

Syrah, 2015. Domaine le Nouveau
Monde. Still Great.
Cabernet Sauvignon, 2013. Three Saints.
Ready.
Sauvignon Blanc, 2014. F. Thienpont.
Drink or hold.
Vermentino, 2014. Tenute Smeralda.
Drink up.

June 2018:

Syrah/Cabernet Sauvignon, 2013. In
Vino Erotico. Years ahead.
Cabernet Sauvignon. 2014. Big Red. Still
great.
Garganega, 2016. Acinum. Drink or hold.
Bergerac, 2016. Château des Eyssards.
Great now.

REORDER PRICES ON EARLIER FAVORITES!

SOFTER
WHITES

ROBUST
WHITES

SOFTER
REDS

ROBUST
REDS

Item #

Wine

Description

MSRP Reorder Case

C0119R1DC - Pinot Noir, 2016 Backhouse

Cotton Candy, Cherry, Mint

$15.40

$7.99

C0119R2DC - Cabernet Sauvignon, 2016. Hess Shirtail

Violets, Sweet Cherry, Berry, Spice $21.99

$7.99

$95.88

C0219R1DC - Cabernet Sauvignon, 2015. Twisted Paso

Black Cherry, Plum, Soft Tannins

$8.99

$107.88

C0219R2DC - Bourbon Red, 2017. Bull’s Head

Blueberries, Vanilla, Cherry, Earth $19.99

$8.99

$107.88

V0219R2IR - Bordeaux Blend, 2015. Marvelous

Black Plum, Cherry, Cocoa

$18.99

$12.99

$155.88

C0319R1DC - Reserve Cuvée, 2016. Hermoso Hermosa

Cherry, Chocolate, Spice, Earth

$19.99

$8.99

$107.88

C0319R2IA - Malbec, 2015. Denario

Bramble, Black Fruits, Plum

$20.99

$8.99

$107.88

V0319R2DW - Cabernet Sauvignon, 2013. Tyler’s Curveball

Cedar, Plum, Cocoa

$20.99

$13.99

$167.88

C0419R2DC - Zinfandel, 2015. Piledriver

Extracted Berry, Vanilla, Cedar

$19.99

$9.99

$119.88

V0419R1IF - Merlot, 2017. Héritage

Black Currant, Berries, Roses

$19.99

$13.99

$167.88

C0519R1DC - Zinfandel, 2015. Bianchi

Spice, Dense Berry, Vanilla

$20.00

$8.99

$107.88

V0519R1IF - Bordeaux, 2014. Château Virevalois

Blackberry, Leather, Earth

$19.99

$12.99

$155.88

V0519R2DO - Red Blend, 2016. Passive Aggressive

Dense Black Fruit, Earth

$19.99

$12.99

$155.88

L0519R2DC - GSM Blend, 2016. Roald

Berries, Spice, Tobacco

$24.98

$17.99

$215.88

V0119R1DO - Pinot Noir, 2015. Colonial

Cotton Candy, Cherry, Spice

$25.00

$12.99

$155.88

L0119R1II - Chianti, 2016. Nobilissima

Black Cherry, Leather, Earth

$25.00

$15.99

$191.88

V0219R1DC - Pinot Noir, 2014. 1790

Rich Soil, Vanilla, Berries

$19.99

$12.99

$155.88

L0419R22IF - Ventoux, 2013. Cave Beaumont Prestige

Black Fruits, Spice, Earth

$23.99

$15.99

$191.88

C0519R2DO - Pinot Noir, 2016. Rhea

Lovely Black Cherry, Cotton Candy $25.99

$8.99

$107.88

C0119W2DC - Chardonnay, 2017. Hess Shirtail

Green Apple, Citrus, Asian Pear

$16.99

$6.99

$83.88

C0319W1DC - Chardonnay, 2015. Twisted Paso

Vanilla, Green Apple, Tropical

$18.99

$7.99

$95.88

V0419W1DC - Chardonnay, 2014, Chalone Gavilan

Pineapple, Spice, Guava

$21.99

$12.99

$155.88

C0119W1DC - Grenache Blanc, 2016. SoulStruck

White Peach, Lime Zest

$16.99

$6.99

$83.88

V0119W1IF - Sauvignon Blanc, 2017. Pujol Izard

Engaging Peach, Fresh Herbs

$22.00

$11.99

$143.88

L0119W3IF - Ananda, 2015. Domaine Saint Firmin

White Stone Fruit, Flowers

$24.99

$13.99

$167.88

L0119W4IK - Riesling, 2014. Rariga

Heady Apricot, Citrus

$23.99

$13.99

$167.88

C0219W1IZ - Pinot Gris, 2016. Hillersden

Flowers, Nectarine, White Peach

$19.99

$12.48

$149.76

C0219W2DC - Chardonnay, 2016. Backhouse

Spice, Vanilla, Green Apple

$16.99

$7.99

$95.88

V0219W1DC - Chardonnay, 2016. 1790

Spice, Vanilla, Guava

$19.99

$11.99

$143.88

V0219W2IA - Chardonnay, 2015. Finca Suarez

Asian Pear, Apple, Spice

$19.99

$11.99

$143.88

V0319W1IF - Chardonnay, 2017. Terre Eulalie

Green Apple, Jasmine, Pear

$20.99

$12.99

$155.88

C0419W1DC - Pinot Grigio, 2017. Discoveries

Peach, Apricot, Quince

$17.99

$8.99

$107.88

C0519W1DC - Chardonnay, 2017. Four Vines

Apricot, Apple, Peach

$18.99

$7.99

$95.88

C0519W2DO - Pinot Gris, 2016. A to Z

Melon, Nectarine, Guava

$18.99

$7.99

$95.88

V0519W1IF - Piquepoul, 2017. La Domitienne

Melon, Citrus, Floral

$18.99

$12.99

$155.88

L0519W3IZ - Sauvignon Blanc, 2018 Pebble Cove

Pink Grapefruit, Nectarine

$22.98

$13.99

$167.88

$18.99

$95.88
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Only 56
bottles left!

Only 46
bottles left!
Only 30
bottles left!

SOLD
OUT

Only 34
bottles left!
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THE PURE WINE CLUB SERIES

TA ST E T H E

D IF F E R E N C E

We Created This Club Because
I have spent 30 years tasting wines each and every Tuesday….
somewhere north of 100,000 wines tasted. I have seen wines
of nations come and go through the United States; I have
seen wine styles born, grow and die; I have seen iconic wines
become obscure and obscure wines become iconic. I can say
with absolute intrigue and fascination that I have never seen
a movement like the organic and biodynamic wine movement
that arrived with so much energy and supporting enthusiasm.
And for good reason. In all facets of agriculture, the organic
movement has made great strides in improving the health
factors of our vegetables, fruits, meats and grains. And though
just in definition, organic does not mean better tasting, the
value to our bodies is absolute. The biodynamic movement
takes organic to the next level. Some winemakers and farmers
might say it is a bit of hocus-pocus in that it is a more holistic
approach to all farming: meaning that it considers the entire
universe to determine when to plant, harvest and age wines.
It was put to me this way by Piero Incisa (a biodynamic wine

maker in Argentina)…”If the moon can move
seven tenths of the earth [water through tides],
something that man could never do, and our
bodies are ninety percent water, imagine what it
can to us and the vines.”
We are going to explore these and other
fascinating considerations in the movement
towards wines that are “less-touched.”
Salud,
PAUL KALEMKIARIAN
OWNER/CELLARMASTER
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W W W. W I N E O F T H E M O N T H C LU B. CO M

@WineoftheMonthClub

|

@WineoftheMonth

1. 8 0 0 . 9 4 9 . 9 4 6 3

Subscribe to My
New Podcast
All you knew about wine is about to bust wide
open… We are going to talk about what really
happens in the wine business and I’m taking no
prisoners... I am your host Paul Kalemkiarian,
second-generation owner of the Original Wine
of the Month Club; and I am somewhere north
of 100,000 wines tasted. How is it that Groupon
can sell 12 bottles for $60 and the wines be
good? How do you start a winery anyway and
lose money? What are “natural wines”? And
is a screwcap really better than a cork? And
sometimes I have to pick a wine at the store
by the label and the price...and I get screwed.
Subscribe now and prepare to be enlightened.
Available on iTunes, Spotify, Google Play and
wherever you find your favorite podcasts.

P LE A S E TA K E A MO ME N T. . .
S E N D U S YO U R U P D AT E D
I N F O R M AT I O N
PLEASE UPDATE YOUR EMAIL
ADDRESS FOR SHIPPING & TRACKING
NOTIFICATIONS

TO ENSURE UNINTERRUPTED DELIVERY OF
YOUR HAND SELECTED WINE,
P L E A S E U P DAT E YO U R C R E D I T C A R D A N D / O R
S H I P P I N G I N F O R M AT I O N O N L I N E AT:

www.womclub/update
or call 1.800.949.9463
W W W. W I N E O F T H E M O N T H C LU B. C O M | 1 . 8 0 0 . 94 9. 9 4 6 3

THE PURE WINE CLUB SERIES

C H. C R U G O D A R D
2015 BORDEAUX

POINTS

A.O.C. Côtes de Bordeaux, France
14.0 % Alcohol by Volume
“ bore • DOH ”

Organic

Color

Château Cru Godard is run by the Duclot family of wineries, which
also owns Château Pétrus in Pomerol, one of the most famous – and
certainly the most expensive – château in Bordeaux. But while some
wines are all about glamour, other wines – like our selection – are all
about quality.

RICH CRIMSON

Nose

RIPE RED AND BLACK FRUITS

Palate

BLUEBERRY, CHERRY, HERBS

Finish

BALANCED, SMOOTH TANNINS

Pairing
RED MEAT, GAME

Cellar

Biodynamic

NOW THROUGH 2024

The 10-hectare vineyard at Château Cru Godard has been certified
organic since their 2010 vintage. The land is a mix of clay and
limestone soil, and the vines benefit from ideal southern exposure.
The vineyard is not only organic, but also biodynamic. Unlike organic
farming, biodynamism is almost like a religion, with some very
specific practices. The concept came into being from the work of
an Austrian scientist, Rudolph Steiner, around the turn of the 20th
century. His premise was that the soil is the most important part
of the equation and should be dealt with using all the forces that
surround it. This includes the position of the sun and planets. While
it is difficult to quantify his theories, many of the most prestigious
wineries in the world have adopted his practices with glowing results.
Bio or not, our selection is nothing but pure joy. The blend is made
from mostly Merlot, with some Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc
and just a splash of Malbec. Note its sweet notes of red fruits and ripe
black fruits, and its fresh and fine tannins. This is a wonderful sipping
wine, but will also pair well with the proverbial steak.

Why I Chose This Wine

BIODYNAMIC BORDEAUX IS IN ITS INFANCY. THIS IS A GOOD ONE. – PK

Item ID: U0619R1IF
MSRP: $29.00
Member Price: $28.00
Reorder Price: $19.00
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D E S I G N AT I O N S

F O R T H I S W I N E

ORGANIC

HAND-HARVESTED

WILD NATIVE YEASTS

BIODYNAMIC

DRY (NO ADDED SUGAR)

PALEO FRIENDLY

SUSTAINABLE

NO/LOW SULFUR

KETO FRIENDLY

DRY-FARMED

NO/LOW CARBOHYDRATES

LAB-TESTED

Natural Sustainable Organic BioDynamic
Organic Natural
BioDynamic Sustainable
WINE
COLOR
DATE
Natural Sustainable
Organic BioDynamic
TASTING COMMENTS
Organic Natural BioDynamic Sustainable
Natural Sustainable Organic BioDynamic
Organic Natural BioDynamic Sustainable
TAS TI NG NOTES

THE PURE WINE CLUB SERIES

F E R R AT O N
PÈRE ET FILS

2016 SAMORËNS ROUGE

POINTS

A.O.C. Côtes du Rhône, France
14.0 % Alcohol by Volume
“ sah • moh • REN roozh ”

Color

Biodynamic

Jean Orens Ferraton began in 1946 with less than one acre of grapes.
Fortunately, that acre was in Hermitage, one of the Northern Rhône’s
most revered appellations. Here, Syrah is king, but the miniscule
amount of whites produced in the region garner even more attention
because of their rarity as well as their brilliance. Ferraton recognized
this and began to produce whites as well, and very good ones.

RUBY RED

Nose

RIPE RED FRUITS

Palate

BERRY WITH A HINT OF ANISE

Finish
FIRM AND SPICY

Pairing
RED MEAT, GAME

Cellar

Organic

NOW THROUGH 2025

As wine history in France goes, Ferraton is fairly young – 70 years
young, and still flourishing. In 1998, the second generation, led by
Michel Ferraton, made the commitment to biodynamic farming.
This is not just organic, but a gestaltist approach where everything
that has to do with the vineyard is micro-analyzed to determine
its effect on the vines. From the identification of every weed and
insect present in the vineyard, to the effect of the moon, stars and
planets, all changes are noted and either encouraged or discouraged,
depending on their effects.
Though the verdict is still out as to how much biodynamic practices
impact wine from a sensory standpoint, we certainly know a
great wine when we taste one. Ferraton Père et Fils’ blend of 80%
Grenache, 15% Syrah and 5% Cinsault is nothing short of winemaking
perfection. It’s a complex and mouthwatering swirl of cherry,
raspberry and blackberry, balanced by intriguing mineral and spice
components. From start to finish, it pleases at every level.

Why I Chose This Wine

I WANTED TO FIND A SOUTHERN RHÔNE ORGANIC. FOUND IT. – PK

Item ID: U0619R2IF
MSRP: $24.00
Member Price: $24.00
Reorder Price: $19.00
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D E S I G N AT I O N S

F O R T H I S W I N E

ORGANIC

HAND-HARVESTED

WILD NATIVE YEASTS

BIODYNAMIC

DRY (NO ADDED SUGAR)

PALEO FRIENDLY

SUSTAINABLE

NO/LOW SULFUR

KETO FRIENDLY

DRY-FARMED

NO/LOW CARBOHYDRATES

LAB-TESTED

Natural Sustainable Organic BioDynamic
Organic Natural
BioDynamic Sustainable
WINE
COLOR
DATE
Natural Sustainable
Organic BioDynamic
TASTING COMMENTS
Organic Natural BioDynamic Sustainable
Natural Sustainable Organic BioDynamic
Organic Natural BioDynamic Sustainable
TAS TI NG NOTES

THE PURE WINE CLUB SERIES

VIÑA ZORZAL
2016 GARNACHA BLANCA
POINTS

Navarra D.O., Spain
13.0 % Alcohol by Volume
“ gar • NAH • CHA BLON • kah ”

Color

Sustainable

Antonio Sanz founded Vinícola Corellana in 1989. With the coming of
age of Antonios’ three sons, Xabier, Iñaki and Mikel, the winery Viña
Zorzal was born.

LIGHT LEMON

Nose

CITRUS, STONE FRUIT,
MINERALS

Palate

BRIGHT PEACH AND APRICOT

Finish
LONG AND FRESH

Pairing

SEAFOOD,
LIGHT MEATS, VEGETARIAN

Cellar

Organic

NOW THROUGH 2021

Like so many father/son stories, the children have adopted the ideas
of the father and taken them further. The winery is now entirely
organic, and they’ve made a deep commitment to sustainable
agricultural practices. Their focus is on crafting higher quality, sitespecific wines that respect history but also look to a brighter future.
The estate of Viña Zorzal is located in the southern part of the
Navarra D.O, in the centuries-old village of Corella. Zorzal‘s Garnacha
vineyards are in the hills that mark the border between Ebro Valley
and the Iberian Mountains, benefitting from the higher altitude,
continental climate and stony soiI.
In 2016, their harvest was smaller due to drought, however the fewer
grapes harvested were of excellent quality. Fermentation took place
using just indigenous yeast, and the wine was then kept on its lees in
1500-liter wooden tanks for four months, imparting both complexity
and smoothness to the finished wine.
Our selection is a bright, fresh rendition of this indigenous grape.
From its citrus and mineral nose through its medium-bodied, fruity
palate and on to its gripping finish, this is Garnacha Blanca at its best,
fresh from the Spanish countryside. It’s perfect with paella, and will
also pair beautifully with roasted chicken and pasta.

Why I Chose This Wine

I THOUGHT THIS WAS INCREDIBLE EXPRESSION OF WHAT ORGANIC CAN BE. – PK

Item ID: U0619W1IS
MSRP: $24.00
Member Price: $24.00
Reorder Price: $16.00
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D E S I G N AT I O N S

F O R T H I S W I N E

ORGANIC

NO/LOW SULFUR

SUSTAINABLE

WILD NATIVE YEASTS

DRY-FARMED

PALEO FRIENDLY

LAB-TESTED
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